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ON ORBIT CATEGORIES WITH DG ENHANCEMENT

LI FAN, BERNHARD KELLER AND YU QIU

Abstract. We show that pretriangulated dg categories enjoy a universal property
and deduce that the passage to an orbit quotient commutes with the dg quotient. In
particular, for a triangulated category with dg enhancement and an endofunctor, there
exists a unique triangulated orbit category.

As an application, we prove that for any connective, smooth and proper dg algebra
A, its perfect derived category is equivalent to the generalized pX´ 1q-cluster category
of A. This implies that the orbitm-cluster category of A is equivalent to the generalized
m-cluster category of A, which implies a conjecture by Ikeda-Qiu for the case when A

is a smooth proper graded gentle algebra.

Key words: dg orbit categories, pretriangulated hall, cluster categories, Calabi-Yau
categoires

1. Introductions

1.1. Motivations.

Cluster categories. Cluster algebras were introduced by Fomin and Zelevinsky [FZ]
and cluster phenomena have been spotted in various areas in mathematics, as well as in
the realm of physics, including, algebraic/symplectic geometry, geometric topology and
representation theory. The cluster category associated with a finite-dimensional hered-
itary algebra A over a field k was introduced by Buan-Marsh-Reineke-Reiten-Todorov
[BMRRT] to categorify cluster algebras. It is defined as the orbit category

C2pAq – DbpmodAq{τ´1 ˝ r1s,

where τ is the AR-translation functor and r1s is the shift functor. Although the bounded
derived category DbpmodAq and the perfect derived category perA coincide in this case
when we generalize, it makes more sense to replace DbpmodAq by perA in the definition
as cluster mutations lift to silting mutations in perA. In general, orbit categories of
triangulated categories may not be triangulated, but Keller [Ke1] gave a triangulated
structure on the cluster category C2pAq and furthermore, it is 2-Calabi-Yau.

Let A be a finite-dimensional k-algebra of finite global dimension. Then perA admits

a Serre functor S – ´
L
bA DA. For any integer m ě 2, we define Σm to be the

automorphism S ˝ r´ms of perA. The orbit category perA{Σm has a triangulated hull

CmpAq – xAyB{perB

by [Ke1, Theorem 2], where B is the dg algebra A ‘ DAr´m ´ 1s. Here CmpAq is also
called the m-cluster category of A and coincides with perA{Σm when A is hereditary.
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With motivations from (higher) cluster category, Amiot-Guo-Keller [Ami, Guo, Ke4]
defined a generalized version of cluster category. For an integer N “ m ` 1, the N -
Calabi-Yau completion [Ke4] of A is the derived dg tensor algebra

ΠNA “ TApA_rN ´ 1sq “
à

pě0

pA_rN ´ 1sqbp
A ,

where A_ is a cofibrant replacement of the dg bimodule RHomAepA,Aeq, and Ae is the
dg algebra Aop b A. Let perΠN A be the perfect derived category and pvdΠN A be
the perfectly valued derived category. Amiot-Guo-Keller [Ami, Guo, Ke4] defined the
generalized pN ´ 1q-cluster category as Verdier quotient

CpΠNAq – perΠNA{pvdΠNA.

In the case when gldimA ď N , if

HppΠN Aq “ 0 for p ą 0 and dimH0pΠN Aq ă 8,

then the generalized pN ´ 1q-cluster category CpΠN Aq is Hom-finite and there is a
triangulated equivalence

CpΠNAq » CN´1pAq.

Furthermore, CpΠN Aq is pN ´ 1q-Calabi-Yau.

We aim to give a general construction of (pre)triangulated hull of dg orbit categories
which can be applied to define the orbit m-cluster category of a dg algebra A which is
connective, proper and smooth. In particular, perA has a dg enhancement A whose ob-
jects are the perfect cofibrant dg A-modules. We would like to study the orbit categories
for dg categories.

X-Calabi-Yau completion as a q-deformation. The X-Calabi-Yau categories of type
An was introduced in [KS], motivated by the study of Fukaya categories, mirror sym-
metry and knot/link invariants. More recently, Ikeda-Qiu [IQ1, IQ2] used X-Calabi-Yau
categories to introduce a q-deformation of Bridgeland’s space of stability conditions. For
a smooth, proper and graded gentle algebra A, Ikeda-Qiu [IQ1] defined its X-Calabi-Yau
completion as the differential bigraded tensor algebra

ΠXA “ TApA_rX ´ 1sq “
à

pě0

pA_rX ´ 1sqbp
A ,

where rX´ 1s indicates the shift by bidegree p´1, 1q, and the generalized pX´ 1q-cluster
category as the Verdier quotient

CpΠXAq – perpΠXAq{pvdpΠXAq,

where perΠXA is the perfect derived category and pvdΠX A is the perfectly valued
derived category. They realized the perfect derived category as the generalized pX ´ 1q-
cluster category, that is, via a triangle equivalence

perA
„

ÝÝÑ CpΠX Aq. (1.1)

The projection πN : ΠXA Ñ ΠNA naturally induces a collapsing functor in the perfect
derived categories which can be restricted to the perfectly valued derived categories.
Moreover, the Serre functor pX ´ 1q of CpΠXAq induced from perΠXA becomes the
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Serre functor τ´1 ˝ r1s of perA under the equivalence (1.1). Ikeda-Qiu also showed the
commutative diagram between short exact sequences of triangulated categories

0 pvdΠXA perΠX A perA 0

0 pvdΠN A perΠN A CN´1pAq 0

{{rX´Ns {{rX´Ns {τ´1˝r2´Ns (1.2)

in the hereditary case [IQ1] and conjecture it also holds in the case when A is a smooth,
proper and connective graded gentle algebra [IQ2].

1.2. The construction and applications.

Our construction. For a dg category A with a bimodule F P repdgpA,Aq, we first

define the left lax quotient A{llF
N of A (Definition 3.5) and show the universal prop-

erty that it satisfies (Proposition 3.8). We then define the dg orbit category A{FZ as
the dg localization of A{llF

N (Definition 3.11). Moreover, if there is a pretriangulated
structure on A, then the dg orbit category A{FZ may not be pretriangulated. A natural
way is to take its pretriangulated hull pretrpA{FZq, which is unique in the homotopy
category (Theorem 3.17). Therefore, we can naturally define a triangulated orbit cate-
gory associated to some triangulated category T with a dg enhancement as follows (see
Definition 3.19).

Theorem/Definition 1.1. Let T be a triangulated category endowed with a dg en-

hancement H0pAq
„

ÝÝÑ T and F P repdgpA,Aq be a dg bimodule. If the induced functor

H0pF q : H0pAq Ñ H0pAq is an equivalence, then there is a well-defined triangulated or-
bit category of T in a canonical way, which is defined as the category H0ppretrpA{FZqq.

The dg orbit category we defined is functorial in a natural way. Moreover, taking dg
quotients commutes with taking dg orbit categories (Corollary 3.18).

Applications. For a connective, smooth and proper dg algebra A and an integer m ě 2,
since the perfect derived category perA has a canonical dg enhancement A, we can de-
fine its orbit m-cluster category from our construction of dg orbit category (see Defini-
tion 4.1).

Definition 1.2. The orbit m-cluster category associated to A is defined as the triangu-
lated orbit category H0ppretrpA{SZ

mqq, where Sm is the dg replacement of Σm.

In particular, when A is hereditary, it coincides with the cluster category in the sense of
[BMRRT]. When gldimA ď m, it is triangulated equivalent to the generalized m-cluster
category.

We use our results on the (pre)triangulated hull of dg orbit categories to generalize Ikeda-
Qiu’s results (1.1) and (1.2) to the case when A is a connective, smooth and proper dg
algebra (see Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.6).

Theorem 1.3. We have that (1.1) and (1.2) hold. In particular, the generalized pX´1q-
cluster category CpΠXAq is Hom-finite and pX ´ 1q-Calabi-Yau.
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1.3. Contents. The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some basic
concepts about dg categories. In Section 3, we give the construction of the dg orbit
category explicitly and show the universal property that it satisfies (Theorem 3.17).
In Section 4, we give some applications of dg orbit categories, including the cluster
categories for general dg algebras in Definition 4.1 and the exactness of the passage to
dg orbit categories (Theorem 4.6).

1.4. Notations and Terminology. We fix an algebraically closed field k. All cate-
gories will be k-categories. The composition of morphisms is from right to left, that is,
the composition of f : X Ñ Y and g : Y Ñ Z is g ˝ f : X Ñ Z. If φ : K Ñ L is a
morphism of complexes, we define its homotopy kernel to be Σ´1 Conepφq.

Let T be a triangulated category and P be a set in T . We denote by thickpPq the smallest
full triangulated subcategory of T containing P and closed under direct summands.

For a dg algebra A over k, we say A is proper if A is perfect as a dg module over k, A
is smooth if A is perfect as a dg module over Ae “ Aop bk A, and that A is connective

if H ipAq “ 0 for i ą 0.

Acknowledgment. This article is part of Fl’s Ph. D. thesis under the supervision of
Qy. Fl is grateful to Bernhard Keller for his guidance and patience. Qy is supported
by National Key R&D Program of China (No. 2020YFA0713000) and National Natural
Science Foundation of China (Grant No. 12031007 and 12271279).

2. preliminaries

2.1. Differential graded categories. A k-category A consists of the following data:

‚ a class of objects objpAq,
‚ a k-module ApX,Y q for all X,Y P objpAq,
‚ and compositions which are k-linear associative maps

ApY,Zq bk ApX,Y q Ñ ApX,Zq

g b f ÞÑ g ˝ f

admitting units idX P ApX,Xq.

Definition 2.1. A differential graded category (dg category for short) is a k-category
A whose morphism spaces are complexes of k-modules and whose compositions

ApY,Zq bk ApX,Y q Ñ ApX,Zq

g b f ÞÑ g ˝ f

are chain maps, namely they satisfy the graded Leibniz rule

dpg ˝ fq “ dpgq ˝ f ` p´1q|g|g ˝ dpfq (2.1)

for all homogeneous morphisms f and g.
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From the definition, we have that for each X P A, the identity idX is a closed morphism
of degree 0. The opposite dg category Aop of A is the dg category with the same objects
as A. The morphisms in Aop are defined as AoppX,Y q – ApY,Xq and the composition

of any homogeneous morphisms f and g is defined as g ˝op f – p´1q|f |¨|g|f ˝ g. The
underlying category Z0pAq has the same objects as A and morphisms which are defined
by

pZ0AqpX,Y q – Z0pApX,Y qq,

where Z0 is the 0th cocycle space of the complex ApX,Y q. The homotopy category

H0pAq has the same objects as A and morphisms defined by

pH0AqpX,Y q – H0pApX,Y qq,

where H0 is the 0th homology of ApX,Y q.

Example 2.2. We have the dg category Cdgpkq whose objects are all complexes

V “ p
à

nPZ

V n, dV q

of k-modules and whose morphism complexes HompV,W q have their pth component
given by

HompV,W qp “
ź

nPZ

HomkpV n,W n`pq

“ tf : V Ñ W | f is homogeneous of degree pu.

The differential is given by

dpfq “ dW ˝ f ´ p´1q|f |f ˝ dV . (2.2)

Definition 2.3. Let A and B be two dg categories. A dg functor F : A Ñ B is a
k-linear functor such that for any X,Y P objpAq, the morphisms

F pX,Y q : ApX,Y q Ñ BpFX,FY q

are chain maps.

For a dg functor F : A Ñ B, we define k-linear functors

Z0pF q : Z0pAq Ñ Z0pBq and H0pF q : H0pAq Ñ H0pBq

as follows. We define Z0pF qpXq – F pXq and Z0pF qpX,Y q – Z0F pX,Y q, where

Z0F pX,Y q : Z0ApX,Y q Ñ Z0BpFX,FY q

is a k-linear map for any objects X,Y P objpAq. Analogously, We define

H0pF qpXq – F pXq and H0pF qpX,Y q – H0F pX,Y q,

where we have
H0F pX,Y q : H0ApX,Y q Ñ H0BpFX,FY q.

Let F,G : A Ñ B be two dg functors. The morphism complex HompF,Gq has pth
component given by data η “ pηXqXPobjpAq of morphisms ηX : F pXq Ñ GpXq of degree
p in B satisfying

Gpfq ˝ ηX “ p´1qp¨|f |ηY ˝ F pfq (2.3)
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for all homogenous f : X Ñ Y . The differential is given by

pdηqX “ dBpηXq. (2.4)

Thus we have a dg category FundgpA,Bq, which is called functor dg category, with objects
as dg functors from A to B and morphisms as above.

Definition 2.4. Let A,B be two dg categories. A quasi-equivalence is a dg functor
F : A Ñ B such that

‚ F pX,Y q : ApX,Y q Ñ BpFX,FY q is a quasi-isomorphism for any objects X,Y

in A, and
‚ the induced functor H0pF q : H0pAq Ñ H0pBq is essentially surjective.

We say that F is quasi-fully faithful if it satisfies the former condition, and quasi-

essentially surjective if it satisfies the latter one.

The category of small dg categories dgcatk has all small dg categories as objects and
dg functors as morphisms. It has a monoidal structure given by the tensor product of
categories: Let A and B be two dg categories. The dg category Ab B has objects given
by objpAq ˆ objpBq and morphism spaces given by

pA b BqppX,X 1q, pY, Y 1qq – ApX,Y q b BpX 1, Y 1q

for objects X,Y in A and X 1, Y 1 in B.

Proposition 2.5. The pair pdgcatk,bq is a closed symmetric monoidal category with

internal Hom given by

HompA,Bq “ FundgpA,Bq.

By [Tab], there is a cofibrantly generated model structure on dgcatk whose weak equiv-
alences are the quasi-equivalences. We denote the corresponding homotopy category
by

Hqe – Hopdgcatkq.

2.2. Dg functors as dg modules. Let A be a small dg category. A right dg A-module

is a dg functor
Aop Ñ Cdgpkq.

We denote the dg category of right dg A-modules by CdgpAq. In other words, it is the
functor dg category

CdgpAq – FundgpAop, Cdgpkqq.

The Yoneda embedding of A is the functor

A Ñ CdgpAq,

which is defined on objects by X ÞÑ X^
– Ap?,Xq. We have that the category of dg

modules CpAq is Z0pCdgpAqq.

The derived category DpAq is the localization of CpAq with respect to the class of quasi-
isomorphisms. The perfect derived category perA is the full subcategory of compact
objects of DpAq. The perfectly valued derived category pvdA is the full subcategory of
dg modulesM of DpAq such that the underlying complex MpXq is perfect over k for each
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X in A. An important special case is the one when the dg category A has a single object
˚. We then identify A with the dg algebra A “ Ap˚, ˚q and write DpAq,perA,pvdA for
the corresponding derived categories.

Similarly, we can also define the bigraded case. Let Grmpkq be the category of Z-
graded k-modules M “ ‘pPZMp with grading shift given by pM rXsqp “ Mp`1. It is a
symmetric monoidal abelian k-category. Let Cdbgpkq be the dg category of complexes
over Grmpkq, that is, we have Cdbgpkq “ CdgpGrmpkqq and it is a monoidal dg category.
The differential bigraded category (dbg category for short) A is a category enriched
in Cdbgpkq. Its derived category DpAq is the category of differential bigraded modules
M : Aop Ñ Cdbgpkq localized at the s : M Ñ L such that spX : LpX Ñ MpX is a quasi-
isomorphism for any p P Z andX P objpAq. In other words, DpAq is compactly generated
by tX^rpXs, p P Z,X P objpAqu. In this case, the perfect derived category perpAq is the
thick subcategory generated by tX^rpXs, p P Z,X P objpAqu. In particular, if A is a dbg
category with one object ˚, then we can identity A with the dbg algebra A “ Ap˚, ˚q.
If k is regarded as a dbg algebra with trivial grading shift and we denote it K, then
perpKq is the thick subcategory generated by KrpXs for p P Z, i,e.

perpKq – tM P DpKq |
ÿ

p,qPZ

dimHp,qpMq ă 8u.

Moreover, the perfectly valued derived category

pvdpAq – tM P DpAq | MX P pvdpKq,@X P objpAqu.

For two dg categories A,B, a dg A-B-bimodule is a right Aop bB-module. We denote by
repdgpA,Bq the full subcategory of the dg derived category DdgpAop b Bq whose objects
are the cofibrant dg A-B-bimodules X which are right quasi-representable, i.e. the B-
module Xp?, Aq is quasi-isomorphic to a representable dg B-module for each object A of
A. The details of dg derived categories can be found in [Ke2, Section 4.4]. We also set
reppA,Bq – H0prepdgpA,Bqq. The composition

repdgpB, Eq ˆ repdgpA,Bq Ñ repdgpA, Eq

is given by the tensor product pY,Xq ÞÑ Y X – X bB Y . Notice that this coincides with
the derived tensor product since we work over a field. Each X P repdgpA,Bq yields a
derived functor

?
L
bA X : DpAq Ñ DpBq,

and with the above definition, the derived functor associated with X bB Y is the com-
position of the functors

DpAq DpBq DpEq.
?
L
bAX ?

L
bBY

We have a canonical dg functor

FundgpA,Bq Ñ repdgpA,Bq (2.5)

taking a dg functor F to XF : A ÞÑ Dp?, FAq. By [Toe], we have a bijection between the
set of isomorphism classes in H0prepdgpA,Bqq and the set of morphisms A Ñ B in Hqe.
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2.3. Dg localizations, dg quotients and pretriangulated dg categories. Let A be
a dg category and S a set of morphisms of H0pAq. We say that a morphism G : A Ñ B

in Hqe makes S invertible if the induced functor H0pGq : H0pAq Ñ H0pBq takes each
s P S to an isomorphism.

Theorem/Definition 2.6 ([Toe, Section 8.2]). There is a universal morphism Qloc :
A Ñ ArS´1s in Hqe which makes S invertible, i.e. for any morphism A Ñ B of Hqe
which makes S invertible, there exists a unique morphism ArS´1s Ñ B such that the

following diagram

A

ArS´1s B

GQloc

D!G

(2.6)

commutes. More precisely, the morphism Qloc induces an isomorphism

Qloc : repdgpArS´1s,Bq
„

ÝÝÑ repdgpA,BqS (2.7)

in Hqe, where repdgpA,BqS is the full subcategory of repdgpA,Bq with objects as dg

bimodules that make S invertible. We call ArS´1s the dg localization of A at S.

Let N be a full dg subcategory of A. We say that a morphism G : A Ñ B of Hqe
annihilates N if the induced functor H0pGq : H0pAq Ñ H0pBq takes all objects of N to
zero objects.

Theorem/Definition 2.7 ([Dri, Ke2]). There is a universal morphism p : A Ñ A{N
in Hqe which annihilates N , i.e. for any morphism A Ñ B of Hqe which annihilates N ,

there exists a unique morphism A{N Ñ B such that the following diagram

A

A{N B

Gp

D!G

(2.8)

commutes. More precisely, the morphism p induces an isomorphism

p : repdgpA{N q
„

ÝÝÑ repdgpA,BqN (2.9)

in Hqe, where repdgpA,BqN is the full subcategory of repdgpA,Bq with objects as dg

modules that annihilate N . We call A{N the dg quotient of A by N .

The small dg category A is said to be pretriangulated if the image of the Yoneda functor

H0pAq Ñ H0pCdgpAqq

is stable under shifts in both directions and extensions. We say that A is strictly pretri-

angulated if the image of the Yoneda functor

Z0pAq Ñ Z0pCdgpAqq
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is stable under shifts in both directions in Z0pCdgpAqq and under graded split extensions.
In this case Z0pAq is a Frobenius category when endowed with the graded split short
exact sequences and H0pAq is a triangulated category.

Theorem/Definition 2.8 ([Ke2, Section 4.5]). There is a canonical morphism in Hqe

A Ñ pretrpAq, (2.10)

where pretrpAq is pretriangulated such that for any pretriangulated dg category B and

any morphism A Ñ B of Hqe, there exists a unique morphism pretrpAq Ñ B which

makes the following diagram

A

pretrpAq B

G

D!G

(2.11)

commutative. We call pretrpAq the pretriangulated hull of A and define the triangulated
hull of A as H0ppretrpAqq.

The functor pretr preserves quasi-equivalences [Dri] and is left adjoint to the inclusion
of the full subcategory of pretriangulated dg categories into the homotopy category Hqe.

3. The construction of the orbit categories

3.1. The left-lax-equivariant category and quotient. Let A1,A2,B1,B2 be dg cat-
egories and F1 P repdgpA1,A2q, F2 P repdgpB1,B2q be two dg bimodules. We define a dg
category associated to these data as follows.

Definition 3.1. We define the dg category PairspF1, F2q as follows:

‚ objects are pairs pG1, G2, γq, where Gi is an Ai-Bi-bimodule in repdgpAi,Biq for
i “ 1, 2;

‚ morphisms are morphisms γ : G2F1 Ñ F2G1 between dg bimodules (which are
not required to be isomorphisms); and

‚ the complex of morphisms from pG1, G2, γq to pG1
1, G

1
2, γ

1q is defined as the ho-
motopy kernel of the morphism

Hom‚
repdgpA1,B1qpG1, G

1
1q ‘ Hom‚

repdgpA2,B2qpG2, G
1
2q Ñ Hom‚

repdgpA1,B2qpG2F1, F2G
1
1q

(3.1)
sending pb1, b2q to γ1 ˝ b2F1 ´ F2b1 ˝ γ.

Concretely, a morphism of degree n from pG1, G2, γq to pG1
1, G

1
2, γ

1qq is given by a pair
pb1, b2, hq, where bi P HomnpGi, G

1
iq for i “ 1, 2 and h P Homn´1pG2F1, F2G

1
1q with

differential given by

dpb1, b2, hq “ pdb1, db2, dh ´ p´1q|b1|F2b1 ˝ γ ` p´1q|b2|γ1 ˝ b2F1q. (3.2)
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G2F1 F2G1

G1
2F1 F2G

1
1

γ

b2F1

h
F2b1

γ1

The identity is the natural morphism id : Gi Ñ Gi with h “ 0 since the square above ob-
viously commutes when bi “ id and h “ 0. The composition of pb1, b2, hq : pG1, G2, γq Ñ
pG1

1, G
1
2, γ

1q with pb1
1, b

1
2, h

1q : pG1
1, G

1
2, γ

1q Ñ pG2
1, G

2
2, γ

2q is given by

pb1
1, b

1
2, h

1q ˝ pb1, b2, hq “ pb1
1b1, b

1
2b2, F2b

1
1 ˝ h ` p´1q|b2|h1 ˝ b2F1q. (3.3)

G2F1 F2G1

G1
2F1 F2G

1
1

G2
2F1 F2G

2
1

γ

b2F1

h

pb1
2

˝b2qF1

F2b1

F2pb1
1

˝b1q
γ1

b1
2
F1

h1
F2b

1
1

γ2

Remark 3.2. The category we defined above is a dg category. Firstly, by the definition
in (3.2), the map d is a differential. Moreover, one easily checks that the graded Leibniz
rule holds.

Let A be a dg category and F P repdgpA,Aq a dg bimodule.

Definition 3.3. For a dg category B, the N-left-lax-equivariant category RN- llEqpA, F,Bq
of N-left-lax-equivariant functors from pA, F q to pB, idBq is defined to be the dg category
PairspF, idBq.

Remark 3.4. Concretely, objects in RN- llEqpA, F,Bq are pairs pG, γq, where G is an
A-B-bimodule in repdgpA,Bq and γ : GF Ñ G is a morphism of dg bimodules. Notice
that we do not require γ to be an isomorphism.

For two dg categories B and B1, a bimodule H P repdgpB,B1q induces a functor from
RN- llEqpA, F,Bq to RN-llEqpA, F,B1q, which sends pG, γq to pHG,Hγq.

Next we define A{llF
N, the functor QN : A Ñ A{llF

N and the morphism of functors
q : QNF Ñ QN as follows.

Definition 3.5. The dg category A{llF
N, which is called the left lax quotient of A by

F , is the dg category whose

‚ objects are the same as the objects of A, and
‚ morphisms are given by A{llF

NpX,Y q “
À

pPNApX,F pY q.

The identities and compositions are the natural ones:
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‚ identities: idX P ApX,Xq Ď
À

pPNApX,F pXq;

‚ compositions: given f P ApX,F pY q and g P ApY, F qZq, their composition is
g ˛ f “ pF pgq ˝ f.

Remark 3.6. Let us check that A{llF
N is indeed a dg category. The graded Leibniz

rule
dpg ˛ fq “ dpgq ˛ f ` p´1q|g|g ˛ dpfq (3.4)

holds in A{llF
N because it holds in A and F is a dg functor. Indeed, we have

dpg ˛ fq “ d
`

pF pgq ˝ f
˘

“ dpF pgq ˝ f ` p´1q|F pg|pF pgq ˝ dpfq

“
`

F pdpgq
˘

˝ f ` p´1q|g|pF pgq ˝ dpfq

“ dpgq ˛ f ` p´1q|g|g ˛ dpfq.

(3.5)

Remark 3.7. For a dg category A and a cofibrant dg A-A-bimodule F , the dg category
A{llF

N is isomorphic to the tensor category TApF q defined by

TApF q “ A ‘ F ‘ pF bA F q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Fbn
A ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ .

Indeed, we can regard A as the identity bimodule pX,Y q ÞÑ ApX,Y q and we have an
isomorphism of bimodules

ApX,F pY q “ ApX,F bA ¨ ¨ ¨ bA FY q “ pF bA ¨ ¨ ¨ bA F qpX,Y q,

using the translation between functors and bimodules. For an A{llF
N-B-bimodule G,

there is an exact sequence:

0 TApF q bA F bA G TApF q bA G G 0.

Conepφq

φ

quasi´iso.

The canonical dg functor QN : A Ñ A{llF
N acts on

‚ objects: it sends X P objpAq to X P objpA{llF
Nq, and

‚ morphisms: it sends f : X Ñ Y to f P ApX,Y q Ď ‘pPNApX,F pY q.

The canonical morphism of dg functors q : QNF Ñ QN acts on the objects of A as

qX – idFX P ApFX,FXq Ď
à

pPN

ApFX,F p`1Xq. (3.6)

We use the following diagram

QNFX : FX

QNX : X FX F 2X F 3X ¨ ¨ ¨

idFX

to illustrate the definition.

For morphisms in A{llF
N, we have the factorization property. That is, each morphism

f : QNX Ñ QNY uniquely decomposes into a finite sum f “ f0 ` f1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fN , N P N
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and each fp uniquely factors as fp “ qpY ˝ QNgp for some gp : X Ñ F pY. Here we write
qpX to denote the composition of morphisms

QNX QNFX QNF
2X ¨ ¨ ¨ QNF

pX.
qX qFX qF 2X qF p´1X

— qpX

(3.7)

In the following proposition, we use the factorization property to check the universal
property of the left lax quotient.

Proposition 3.8. For any dg category B, we have an isomorphism in Hqe

Φ : repdgpA{llF
N,Bq Ñ RN- llEqpA, F,Bq

G ÞÑ pGQN, Gqq.
(3.8)

Proof. We prove that it is a quasi-equivalence in dgcatk, which induces an isomorphism
in Hqe. We need to check that Φ is quasi-fully faithful and quasi-essentially surjective.

For G P repdgpA{llF
N,Bq, we have a quasi-isomorphism

ConepTApF q bA F bA G Ñ TApF q bA Gq Ñ G (3.9)

by Remark 3.7. The composition GQN is the restriction of G from TApF qopbB to AopbB

and GQNF is the restricted bimodule G composed with F . Clearly, the restriction GQN

is still right quasi-representable. Since TApF q is cofibrant as a left dg A-module and G

is cofibrant over TApF qop b B, the bimodule GQN is cofibrant over Aop b B. Thus, we
have GQN P repdgpA,Bq.

Recall that repdgpTApF q,Bq is a full subcategory of DdgpTApF qop b Bq. For any two

objects G,G1 P repdgpA{llF
N,Bq, we have

Hom‚
repdgpTApF q,BqpG,G1q

–RHomDdgpTApF qopbBqpG,G1q
„

ÝÝÑRHomDdgpTApF qopbBqpConepTApF q bA F bA G Ñ TApF q bA Gq, G1q

–Hom‚
repdgpTApF q,BqpConepTApF q bA F bA G Ñ TApF q bA Gq, G1q

–Σ´1Cone
`

Hom‚
repdgpTApF q,BqpTApF q bA G,G1q

Ñ Hom‚
repdgpTApF q,BqpTApF q bA F bA G,G1q

˘

–Σ´1Cone
`

Hom‚
repdgpA,BqpG,G1q Ñ Hom‚

repdgpA,BqpF bA G,G1q
˘

“HomRN- llEqpA,F,BqpΦG,ΦG1q.

(3.10)

Here, the second quasi-isomorphism follows from (3.9), the third isomorphism follows
from the fact that both the cone and G1 are cofibrant objects, the fourth isomorphism
follows from the property of complexes when taking cones, the fifth isomorphism follows
from restriction, and the last one is by Definition 3.3. Moreover, by (3.10), we also
obtain that Φ is a dg functor, i.e. compatible with the differentials in the corresponding
morphism spaces.
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Next, we show the essential surjectivity ofH0Φ. Given an object pH, ηq P RN- llEqpA, F,Bq,
we construct the corresponding object G P repdgpA{llF

N,Bq such that GQN “ H and

Gq “ η hold on objects. For any QNX P A{llF
N and Z P B, we define the right B-module

G0 by

G0pZ,QNXq – HpZ,Xq. (3.11)

Note that G0 is right quasi-representable because H is. Now we define a left A{llF
N-

module structure on G0. For any morphism f : QNX Ñ QNY in A{llF
N, we define the

left action of f on G0 using the decomposition f “ f0 ` f1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fN of f as above. We
define the left multiplication λf : G0pZ,QNXq Ñ G0pZ,QNY q by

λf pgq “
N
ÿ

p“0

ηp ˝ λfppgq, (3.12)

where g P G0pZ,QNXq and λfp : HpZ,Xq Ñ HpZ,F pY q is given by the left A-module
structure of H. Here we write ηp for the composition of morphisms

H HF HF 2 ¨ ¨ ¨ HF p.
η ηF ηF 2 ηF p´1

— ηp

(3.13)

We choose G as a cofibrant resolution of G0. Then ΦG is quasi-isomorphic to pH, ηq.
Thus, Φ is a quasi-equivalence of dg categories. �

Let S be a set of morphisms in H0pAq stable under H0pF q. Denote by ArS´1s the dg
localization of A with respect to S, cf. Section 2.3, so that we have an isomorphism

repdgpArS´1s,Bq » repdgpA,BqS (3.14)

in Hqe for each dg category B. In particular, it follows that F induces a dg bimodule
F 1 P repdgpArS´1s,ArS´1sq such that the square

A A

ArS´1s ArS´1s

F

Qloc Qloc

F 1

(3.15)

commutes in Hqe.

Proposition 3.9. Let B be a dg category. We have a canonical isomorphism in Hqe

repdgpArS´1s{llF
1N,Bq » RN- llEqpA, F,BqS , (3.16)

where the right hand side denotes the full subcategory of RN- llEqpA, F,Bq whose objects

are the pairs pG, γq such that G makes S invertible.

Proof. From (3.8) in Proposition 3.8, we have the isomorphism

repdgpArS´1s{llF
1N,Bq » RN- llEqpArS´1s, F 1,Bq
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in Hqe. On the other hand, the right hand side is exactly the dg category

tpG, γq P RN- llEqpA, F,Bq | G makes S invertibleu,

which is RN- llEqpA, F,BqS . �

Let S be the image of S under the projection functor H0pAq Ñ H0pA{llF
Nq.

Corollary 3.10. There is a canonical isomorphism

pA{llF
NqrS

´1
s » ArS´1s{llF

1N (3.17)

in Hqe.

Proof. Let B be a dg category. We have canonical isomorphism in Hqe

repdgpArS´1s{llF
1N,Bq » RN- llEqpA, F,BqS

» repdgpA{llF
N,BqS

“ repdgpA{llF
N,BqS

“ repdgppA{llF
NqrS

´1
s,Bq,

(3.18)

where the first equivalence is from Proposition 3.9, the second one is from Proposition 3.8
and the last one is by definition of dg localizations. �

3.2. The dg orbit category.

Definition 3.11. For a dg category A with a bimodule F P repdgpA,Aq, the dg orbit

category A{FZ is defined to be the dg localization pA{llF
Nqrq´1s of A{llF

N with respect
to the morphisms qX : QNFX Ñ QNX for any X P objpAq.

We denote the localization functor by Qloc : A{llF
N Ñ A{FZ, and define the quotient

functor as the composition

QZ – Qloc ˝ QN : A Ñ A{FZ. (3.19)

For each object X of A, we have a canonical quasi-isomorphism Qloc ˝ qX : QZFX Ñ
QZX.

Remark 3.12. Suppose that F P repdgpA,Aq induces an equivalence H0F : H0A Ñ

H0A. Then for X,Y P objpAq, the morphism space A{FZpX,Y q is quasi-isomorphic to
the direct sum of the complexes ApX,F pY q for all p ě 0 and ApF´pX,Y q for all p ă 0.
Thus, we have an isomorphism

H0pA{FZqpX,Y q “
à

pPZ

pH0AqpX, pH0F qpY q.

Definition 3.13. We define the Z-equivariant category Z- EqpA, F,Bq of Z-equivariant
functors from pA, F q to pB, idBq as the full dg subcategory of RN- llEqpA, F,Bq whose
objects are the pairs pG, γq, where G is an A-B-bimodule in repdgpA,Bq and γ : GF Ñ

G is a morphism of dg bimodules such that γX is an isomorphism in H0pBq for any
X P objpAq.

Theorem 3.14. Let B be a dg category. Then the dg functor QZ in (3.19) induces
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‚ an isomorphism in Hqe:

repdgpA{FZ,Bq
„

ÝÝÑ Z-EqpA, F,Bq. (3.20)

‚ a bijection from the set of morphisms A{FZ Ñ B in Hqe to the set of isomorphism

classes in H0pZ-EqpA, F,Bqq.

Proof. By combining the universal property of dg localization and Proposition 3.8, we
obtain the following isomorphisms in Hqe

repdgpA{FZ,Bq
„

ÝÝÑ repdg,qpA{llF
N,Bq

„
ÝÝÑ Z- EqpA, F,Bq

G ÞÑ G ˝ Qloc ÞÑ pGQZ, GQlocqq.
(3.21)

Here, repdg,qpA{llF
N,Bq denotes the full subcategory of repdgpA{llF

N,Bq consisting of

bimodules whose associated functors H0pA{llF
Nq Ñ H0pBq send qX to an isomorphism

in H0pBq for any X P objpAq. This shows (1). Part (2) is an immediate consequence
because isomorphism classes in reppA{FZ,Bq “ H0prepdgpA{FZ,Bqq are in bijection

with morphisms A{FZ Ñ B. �

Similar to (the proof of) Proposition 3.9 and Corollary 3.10, we have the following
proposition and corollary.

Proposition 3.15. In the setting of Proposition 3.9, we have a canonical isomorphism

in Hqe

repdgpArS´1s{F 1Z,Bq » Z-EqpA, F,BqS , (3.22)

where the right hand side denotes the full subcategory of Z-EqpA, F,Bq whose objects are

the pairs pG, γq, where G makes S invertible.

Corollary 3.16. We have a canonical isomorphism in Hqe

pA{FZqrS
´1

s » ArS´1s{F 1Z. (3.23)

Next, we assume that A is a pretriangulated dg category. In general, even if A is
pretriangulated, the dg category A{FZ is not necessarily pretriangulated. To get a pre-
triangulated quotient, we have to take the pretriangulated hull. For any pretriangulated
dg category B, we have an isomorphism

repdgppretrpA{FZq,Bq
„

ÝÝÑ repdgpA{FZ,Bq (3.24)

in Hqe. By combining this with Theorem 3.14, we obtain our main theorem below.

Theorem 3.17. Let B be a pretriangulated dg category. Then the dg functor

A Ñ pretrpA{FZq

induces

‚ an isomorphism in Hqe

repdgppretrpA{FZq,Bq
„

ÝÝÑ Z-EqpA, F,Bq. (3.25)
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‚ a bijection from the set of morphisms pretrpA{FZq Ñ B in Hqe to the set of

isomorphism classes in H0pZ-EqpA, F,Bqq. In particular, for each pair pG, γq
in Z-EqpA, F,Bq, there is a unique morphism G in Hqe making the triangle

A

pretrpA{FZq B

@GPZ-EqpA,F,Bq

G

(3.26)

commutative.

Corollary 3.18. Suppose N Ď A is a full dg subcategory such that H0pN q is sta-

ble under H0pF q, so that F induces dg bimodules FN P repdgpN ,N q and FA{N P
repdgpA{N ,A{N q. We have a canonical isomorphism in Hqe

pretrppA{N q{FZ

A{N q » pretrpA{FZq{pretrpN {FZ
N q. (3.27)

Proof. For a pretriangulated dg category B, we have canonical isomorphisms in Hqe

repdg
`

pretrppA{N q{FZ

A{N q,B
˘

» Z- EqpA{N , FA{N ,Bq

» Z- EqpA, F,BqN

» repdgppretrpA{FZq,BqN

“ repdgppretrpA{FZq,BqpretrpN {F Z

N
q

» repdg
`

pretrpA{FZq{pretrpN {FZ
N q,B

˘

,

(3.28)

where Z- EqpA, F,BqN denotes the full subcategory of Z- EqpA, F,Bq whose objects are
the pairs pG, γq with G annihilating N . Here, the first and third equivalences are from
Theorem 3.17, the fourth equality is because that the image of N under the quotient
A Ñ pretrpA{FZq is pretrpN {FZ

N q and the second and the fifth equivalences are by the
construction of dg quotients. �

In particular, if the pretriangulated dg category A is a dg enhancement of some trian-
gulated category T , we can naturally define a triangulated orbit category associated to
T as follows.

Definition 3.19. Let T be a triangulated category endowed with a dg enhancement
H0pAq

„
ÝÝÑ T and F P repdgpA,Aq be a dg bimodule. If the induced functor H0pF q :

H0pAq Ñ H0pAq is an equivalence, then the triangulated orbit category of T is defined
as the category H0ppretrpA{FZqq.

3.3. Commutativity between orbit quotients and dg quotients. We continue
to discuss the functoriality of the orbit category. Let A,A1 be two dg categories with
dg bimodules F P repdgpA,Aq and F 1 P repdgpA1,A1q. Let G P repdgpA,A1q be a dg
bimodule with an isomorphism γ : GF Ñ F 1G of repdgpA,A1q. Let B be another dg
category and pH, ηq be an object in Z-EqpA1, F 1,Bq. Then the composition

HGF HF 1G HG
Hγ ηG

(3.29)
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yields an object pHG, ηG˝Hγq in Z- EqpA, F,Bq, which implies that G induces a functor
from Z-EqpA1, F 1,Bq to Z- EqpA, F,Bq. Thus we have an induced functor

G : A{FZ Ñ A1{F 1Z (3.30)

by (3.21). Therefore, we deduce a functor between pretriangulated hulls and the corre-
sponding triangulated categories:

pretrpA{FZq Ñ pretrpA1{F 1Zq (3.31)

and

H0ppretrpA{FZqq Ñ H0ppretrpA1{F 1Zqq. (3.32)

We make the following assumptions.

Assumption 3.20. Let T be a triangulated category and S Ď T a triangulated sub-
category. We denote the corresponding Verdier quotient by T {S. Suppose we have a dg
enhancement A of T given by an equivalence Φ : H0pAq

„
ÝÝÑ T . Let F P repdgpA,Aq

be a dg bimodule such that Φ ˝ H0pF q ˝ Φ´1 is an equivalence T Ñ T and induces an
equivalence S Ñ S. Let N Ď A be the full dg subcategory whose objects are those
X P objpAq with ΦpXq in S.

With the assumptions above, we have that N is a dg enhancement of S and, by the
main result of [Dri], the dg quotient A{N becomes a dg enhancement for the Verdier
quotient T {S. By the universal property of the dg quotient, the dg module F then
induces a bimodule FA{N P repdgpA{N ,A{N q such that H0pFA{N q corresponds to the

auto-equivalence of T {S induced by Φ ˝ H0pF q ˝ Φ´1. We have the diagram

N A A{N ,
i

FN

p

F
FA{N

where i is inclusion and p the dg quotient functor. By the functoriality of the dg orbit
categories, we obtain the induced sequence

N {FZ
N A{FZ pA{N q{FZ

A{N .
i p

Proposition 3.21. Under Assumption 3.20, we have a short exact sequence of trian-

gulated categories

0 Ñ pN {FZ
N qtr Ñ pA{FZqtr Ñ ppA{N q{FZ

A{N qtr Ñ 0, (3.33)

where the notation p´qtr denotes the functor H0 ˝ pretr.

Proof. Since we work over a field, the conditions in [Dri, Theorem 3.4] hold naturally.
We deduce from Corollary 3.18 that there are equivalences

ˆ

pA{N q{FZ

A{N

˙tr

»

ˆ

pA{FZq{pN {FZq

˙tr

»

ˆ

A{FZ

˙tr

{

ˆ

N {FZ

˙tr

,

which implies (3.33). �
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4. Applications

In this section, we study the applications. Let A be a connective, smooth and proper
dg algebra (e.g. a finite-dimensional algebra of finite global dimension over a perfect
field). We have that its perfect derived category perA and its perfectly valued (=finite-
dimensional) derived category pvdA coincide.

4.1. Higher cluster categories without heredity assumption. A first goal is to
define its m-cluster category in a canonical way from Definition 3.19, where m ě 2 is
an integer. The perfect derived category perA admits a Serre functor given by the left
derived functor

S – ´
L
bA DA,

whereDA “ HomkpA,kq is the k-dual of the bimodule A. We write the auto-equivalence

Σm – S ˝ r´ms

of perA. The triangulated category perA has a canonical dg enhancement given by
the dg category A of perfect cofibrant dg A-modules. For any two objects P,P 1 in
A, the morphism space Homn

ApP,P 1q of degree n consists of the homogeneous A-linear
morphisms f : P Ñ P 1 of graded objects of degree n. The differential is given by

dpfq “ dP 1 ˝ f ´ p´1qnf ˝ dP .

Let X Ñ DA be a cofibrant resolution of DA in the category of dg A-bimodules. We
take Sm – ´ bA Xr´ms to be the tensor product

Sm : A Ñ A

P ÞÑ P bA Xr´ms.
(4.1)

We notice that Sm itself is not a dg equivalence but the induced triangle functor

H0pSmq : H0pAq H0pAq

Σm : perA perA

» » »

»

(4.2)

is an equivalence. In general, the orbit category perA{Σm in the sense of [Ke1] is not
triangulated. However, we can use Definition 3.19 to obtain a triangulated category.

Definition 4.1. With the assumption above, the orbit m-cluster category associated to
A is defined as the triangulated orbit category H0ppretrpA{SZ

mqq.

As shown in [Ke1], when A is hereditary, the dg orbit category A{SZ
m is already pretri-

angulated. So we have

H0ppretrpA{SZ
mqq “ H0pA{SZ

mq » H0pAq{H0pSmq » perA{Σm. (4.3)
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4.2. Generalized X-cluster categories via perfect derived categories. We con-
sider the X-version of the generalized cluster category in the sense of [Ami, Guo, Ke4].
We aim to realize the generalized pX ´ 1q-cluster category of A as its perfect derived
category, which is a generalization of [IQ1, Theorem 6.7].

Recall that the X-Calabi-Yau completion [IQ1] of A is the differential bigraded tensor
algebra

ΠXA “ TApA_rX ´ 1sq “
à

pě0

pA_rX ´ 1sqbp
A ,

where A_ is a cofibrant replacement of the dg bimodule RHomAepA,Aeq and rX ´ 1s
indicates the shift by bidegree p´1, 1q, where the first component being the cohomological
degree. Let perΠXA be the perfect derived category and pvdΠXA be the perfectly
valued derived category, cf. section 2.2. The generalized pX´1q-cluster category CpΠXAq
is defined by the short exact sequence of triangulated categories:

0 pvdΠXA perΠXA CpΠXAq 0. (4.4)

Notice that pvdΠXA is X-Calabi-Yau, i.e. it has a Serre functor given by rXs. The
inclusion (morphism of dg algebras) A Ñ ΠXA induces a triangle functor

ιXA : ?
L
bA ΠXA : perA Ñ perΠXA

mapping A to ΠXA.

Lemma 4.2. The functor ιXA is fully faithful.

Proof. It follows from direct computation

HomperΠX ApΠXA, pΠXAqrksq “ HomApA, pΠXAqrksq

“ HomApA, p
à

pě0

pA_rX ´ 1sqbp
Aqrksq

“
à

pě0

Hk´p`pXppA_qbp
Aq

“ HkpAq “ HomperApA,Arksq.

(4.5)

�

Theorem 4.3. The composition

i˚ : perA perΠXA CpΠX Aq
ιX
A (4.6)

is a triangle equivalence.

Proof. Our strategy is based on Theorem 1.1 of [IY]. Since A is smooth, the bimodule
A_rX ´ 1s is perfect and the X-Calabi-Yau completion ΠXA of A is smooth. Since
A is connective, we may assume that the truncation τď0A “ A so that we have a
canonical dg algebra morphism A Ñ H0A. Let tei | i P Iu be a complete set of
pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents of H0A,Pi “ pΠXAqei and Si the head of
the indecomposable projective H0A-module H0Pi. We also view the Si’s as simple dg
A-modules via the restriction along A Ñ H0A. Using the restriction along the canonical
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projection ΠXA Ñ A, we also view the Pi’s and Si’s as dg ΠXA-modules. We define
S Ď pvdΠX A as the thick subcategory generated by tSi | i P Iu and P Ď perΠXA the
thick subcategory generated by tPi | i P Iu.

For a dg ΠX A-module M , we have a canonical triangle

MX Ñ M Ñ MY Ñ MX r1s,

where

MX “
à

jď0

M˚,j and MY “
à

ją0

M˚,j.

The corresponding X-truncation functors M ÞÑ MX and M ÞÑ MY define a canonical
t-structure

pvdpΠXAq “ XKY,

where

X “ thickpSrZě0Xsq and Y “ thickpSrZă0Xsq.

Here, the notation XKY denotes the subcategory X ˚ Y and indicates that we have
HompX ,Yq “ 0. Notice that this is a stable t-structure, i.e. both aisles X and Y are
stable under differential shifts in both directions. We write XK and KY for the left and
right orthogonals of X and Y in the perfect derived category perΠXA. We claim that

XK X KYr1s “ P.

By the orthogonality relations between “projectives” and “simples”, we have that

HomperΠX ApPira ` bXs, Sjq

vanishes unless i “ j and a “ b “ 0. Now, let Z P perΠX A. By Lemma 2.14 in [Pla],
Z is quasi-isomorphic to a minimal perfect dg module, cf. [Pla, Definition 2.13], with
underlying graded module

Z “
à

λPΛ

Piλraλ ` bλXs

and differential d whose components lie in

radpΠX Aq “ radpAq ‘
à

pą0

A_rX ´ 1sbp
A .

Therefore, the dimension of

HomperΠX ApZ,Sj rr ` sXsq “
à

λPΛ

HomperΠX ApPiλraλ ` bλXs, Sjrr ` sXsq

equals the number of λ P Λ such that iλ “ j, aλ “ r and bλ “ s. By choosing r P Z and
s ă 0, we see that

KY “ thickpPrZě0Xsq.

By X-Calabi-Yau duality, we have

HomperΠX ApSjrr ` sXs, Zq “ DHomperΠX ApZ,Sj rr ` ps ` 1qXsq.

By choosing r P Z and s ě 0, we see that

XK “ thickpPrZď0Xsq.
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By our construction, the subcategory KYr1s equals KY, hence XK X KYr1s “ P. There-
fore, we obtain the theorem by combining this with the following proposition and ap-
plying Theorem 1.1 in [IY]. �

Proposition 4.4. Both pX ,XKq and pKY,Yq are torsion pairs in perΠXA.

Proof. From the discussion above, it suffices to show that they generate perΠXA. For
perΠXA “K YKY, we claim that: P Ď PrXsKS. Let us abbreviate A_rX ´ 1s by Θ, so
that ΠX A can be written as TAΘ. There is a canonical triangle

TAΘ bA Θ Ñ TAΘ Ñ A Ñ pTAΘ bA Θqr1s. (4.7)

Since A is proper and connective, the dg module A is in S. Since we can write TAΘbAΘ
as pΠXAqbAA_rX´1s and A_ P perpAeq, the dg module TAΘbAΘ is in thickpΠXAbk

AqrXs, which is in PrXs. By combining this with the triangle (4.7), we obtain the claim.

Similarly, we have

Pr´mXs Ď Pr´mX ` XsKSr´mXs

for any positive integer m. By induction, we have

thickpPrZă0Xsq Ď PK thickpSrZă0Xsq.

Therefore, we have

perΠXA “ thickpPrZě0XsqK thickpSrZă0Xsq “ KYKY.

As for perΠXA “ XKXK, we also claim that PrXs Ď SKP. For dg modules L,M P
pvdA, since A is smooth and proper, we have

HomDApM
L
bA A_, Lq » DHomDApL,Mq » HomDApM,L

L
bA DAq. (4.8)

This shows that the functor ?
L
bA A_ is left adjoint to ?

L
bA DA. Since the latter functor

is an equivalence, it follows that ?
L
bA A_ and ?

L
bA DA are quasi-inverse equivalences.

Let us write Θ1 “ DAr1 ´ Xs. If we apply ? bA Θ1 to the canonical triangle

Ar´1s Ñ TAΘ bA Θ Ñ TAΘ Ñ A,

we get that

Ar´1s bA Θ1 Ñ TAΘ Ñ TAΘ bA Θ1 Ñ A bA Θ1. (4.9)

By a similar discussion as before, we have that the first term is in Sr´Xs and the third
term is in Pr´Xs, hence the claim holds.

Similarly, we have

PrmXs Ď Srpm ´ 1qXsKPrpm ´ 1qXs

for any positive integer m. By induction, we have

thickpPrZą0Xsq Ď thickpSrZě0XsqKP.

Therefore, we have

perΠXA “ thickpSrZě0XsqK thickpPrZď0Xsq “ XKXK.

�
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Notice that the category DpΠXAq is enriched over the derived category of graded vec-
tor spaces (and so are its full subcategories perΠXA and pvdΠXA), but the quotient
CpΠXAq is only enriched over the derived category of vector spaces. We can obtain the
following corollary directly from Theorem 4.3.

Corollary 4.5. The bigraded cluster category CpΠX Aq is Hom-finite. Moreover, it is

its Serre functor pX ´ 1q induced from perΠXA becomes the Serre functor τ´1 ˝ r1s of

perA under the equivalence i˚ in (4.6).

4.3. N-reductions as taking orbits. Let N ě 3 be an integer and A be a connective,
smooth and proper dg algebra. Recall that the N -Calabi-Yau completion [Ke4] of A is
the derived dg tensor algebra

ΠNA “ TApA_rN ´ 1sq “
à

pě0

pA_rN ´ 1sqbp
A .

Let perΠN A and pvdΠN A be its perfect derived category and perfectly valued derived
category respectively. The generalized pN ´ 1q-cluster category CpΠN Aq is defined by
the short exact sequence of triangulated categories:

0 pvdΠN A perΠN A CpΠN Aq 0. (4.10)

Notice that pvdΠN A is N -Calabi-Yau and the generalized pN ´ 1q-cluster category
CpΠN Aq is Hom-finite if we have

#

HppΠN Aq “ 0, for p ą 0,

dimH0pΠN Aq ă 8;

or equivalently, we have
#

Hp`N´1pA_q “ 0, for p ą 0,

HppN´1qppA_qbp
Aq “ 0, when p " 0.

For example, the conditions hold if A is a finite-dimensional algebra concentrated in
degree 0 and gldimA ă N . If CpΠN Aq is Hom-finite, then it is pN ´ 1q-Calabi-Yau, cf.
[Guo, Theorem 4.9].

There is an isomorphism of vector spaces
à

pa,bqPZ2 ,a`bN“p

pΠXAqab Ñ pΠN Aqp.

On the level of differential (bi)graded algebras, there is a projection

πN : ΠX A Ñ ΠN A (4.11)

collapsing the double degree pa, bq P Z ‘ ZX into a ` bN P Z, that induces a functor

πN : perΠX A Ñ perΠN A

which restricts to πN : pvdΠX A Ñ pvdΠN A. Next we prove our main application. It
generalizes Corollary 6.8 of [IQ1], where the case of a finite-dimensional path algebra A

was treated. It confirms Conjecture 8.2 of [IQ2] for those graded gentle algebras which
are smooth, proper and connective.
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Theorem 4.6. We have the following commutative diagram between short exact se-

quences of triangulated categories:

0 pvdΠX A perΠXA perA 0

0 pvdΠN A perΠN A CN´1pAq 0.

{{rX´Ns {{rX´Ns {τ´1˝r2´Ns (4.12)

Proof. The triangulated categories in (4.4) all have natural dg enhancements which sat-
isfy Assumption 3.20 and πN is the corresponding collapsing functor. By Theorem 4.3
and Corollary 4.5, the collapsing functor πN becomes τ´1 ˝ r2 ´ N s under the triangle
equivalence i˚ : CpΠXAq Ñ perA. By the uniqueness of the triangulated orbit categories
in Theorem 3.17, we have that the categories in (4.10) are the triangulated orbit cate-
gories respectively. Combining this with Proposition 3.21, we obtain the commutative
diagram (4.12). �

Moreover, it also implies that the orbit pN ´ 1q-cluster category in Definition 4.1 is
triangulated equivalent to the generalized pN ´ 1q-cluster category.
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